INTRODUCTION
============

The triage of patients during a mass casualty -- disaster (MCD) event presents the emergency healthcare provider with a complex and difficult issue. The task of evaluating casualties rapidly, using primarily the skills of physical examination, while still accurately identifying casualties likely to have critical injury or illness, may be impossible to achieve in practice. Yet at the same time it is known that accurate triage under MCD conditions improves outcomes not only for the individual critically ill casualty, but also for the entire cohort of casualties presenting for care.[@b1-wjem-15-732],[@b2-wjem-15-732]

To improve the accuracy of MCD triage, further scientific investigations must be conducted to determine what elements of the physical examination (determining specific anatomic and physiologic factors) correlate best with the probability of critical injury and illness. These investigations should be -- when possible -- carried out under conditions that closely approximate the MCD environment. In addition, studies must be carried out as to the utility of new technologies that may be applied to the MCD triage process to improve and extend the ability of the triage officer in rapidly determining the condition of the casualty. Some recent studies have reported on data collected under actual MCD conditions, as well as using computer simulation to approximate the conditions of the MCD environment.[@b3-wjem-15-732],[@b4-wjem-15-732] These studies are encouraging and hopefully represent an emerging area of research into this area of emergency healthcare.

One question frequently posed is that of the utility of vital signs, or specific physiologic parameters reflective of formal vital signs, in the performance of MCD triage. Study of this question has been hampered by multiple factors, including the difficulty in collecting such detailed data under actual MCD conditions.[@b1-wjem-15-732] This paper provides an analysis of the potential impact of abnormal vital signs on clinical triage categorization in comparison to triage categorization derived from actual dispositions of casualties from two separate MCD events.

METHODS
=======

This is a protocol-driven cohort study of data from two separate local institutional review board- (IRB) approved studies of casualties during mass casualty -- disaster (MCD) conditions (a terrorist bombing and an F-5 tornado).[@b5-wjem-15-732],[@b6-wjem-15-732] Additional approval of a protocol to study the two anonymous database collections was granted from the local facility IRB. We queried the database collections for cases with complete data points to include: initial clinical triage category, initial vital sign documentation, emergency department (ED) diagnosis, and final patient disposition.

Clinical triage categorization is defined as the initial triage category assigned to the casualty by the triage officer at the level of the ED and documented in the medical record. To assess the agreement of the clinical triage categorization with a standard, we applied a revised triage category to each case. This revised category is termed disposition triage category, and is based on ED disposition as an indicator of the severity of injury/illness for the case as utilized in previous studies.[@b5-wjem-15-732]--[@b7-wjem-15-732] This does not relate to the level of documentation found in the chart but rather to individual decisions of admission vs discharge. In addition, decisions as to where the casualty is admitted (taken to the operating room, intensive care unit, ward bed, etc.) are well preserved in most medical records after MCD event and are thought to relate directly with the level of casualty injury or illness. Under this protocol the ED disposition relates with disposition triage categorization as follows:

Category I (Immediate)-Operating Room or Critical Care Admission; Category II (Delayed)-Noncritical Care Admission; Category III (Minimal)-Discharge Home; Category IV (Expectant)-Excluded From Analysis.

The disposition triage category is used as a standard for calculation of overtriage (OT) and undertriage (UT) rates of the clinical triage category assignment.

Recorded vital signs are scored as normal or abnormal using the standard adult and age-adjusted vital signs for children as recommended in Steadman's Medical Dictionary.[@b8-wjem-15-732] The Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) is recorded in the database as a total score without scoring of the individual parameters. Any score less than 15 is considered abnormal.

Because the triage data thus obtained are ordinal (ranked) in nature, agreement between clinical and disposition triage categories is assessed using the weighted kappa test and is reported as raw agreement, κ with the 95% confidence interval and probability. In addition, agreement using the Kendall tau statistic is performed and reported as τ and probability. Linear regression is also performed using first the clinical triage categories as the dependent variable then the disposition-adjusted triage categories against the independent variables of Glasgow Coma Score, pulse, respiration, and systolic blood pressure. The results of correlation are reported as r with 95% confidence interval and probability. We performed statistical analysis with Microsoft Office Excel^®^ (version 11.5612.5606) and the statistical add-on package Analyze-it^®^ (version 2.05).

RESULTS
=======

Out of a total of 535 cases in the two database sets (388 bombing, 147 tornadodo) 103 (19.25%) cases met case criteria; 46 male, 57 female; mean age 35yr (range 86 -- 1 years). The clinical triage categories and event sources of cases are demonstrated in [Figure 1](#f1-wjem-15-732){ref-type="fig"}. There are no significant differences between the cases meeting inclusion criteria and those excluded in age or sex, p=0.765. Three category IV (expectant) cases were excluded from further analysis (all 3 expectant casualties had no signs of life on presentation to the ED) leaving 100 cases fit for analysis, Category I; 23, Category II; 11, Category III; 66. Rates for *Undertriage* (UT) and *Overtriage* (OT) comparing the clinical triage categories to disposition triage categories are UT=35% and OT=1%.

Evaluation of agreement between clinical and disposition triage categories provided a raw agreement of 0.540 and κ=0.33 (95% CI: 0.21 to 0.45) p\<0.0001 indicating a "fair" level of agreement. Linear regression using the clinical triage categories as the dependent variable and GCS, heart rate, respiratory rate, and systolic blood pressure as the independent variables found a significant but small agreement with GCS: r=0.1425 (95% CI: 0.0937 to 0.1913) p\<0.0001. Substitution of the disposition triage categories for y in the same regression demonstrated similar small agreement with both GCS \[r=0.06994 (95% CI: 0.01829 to 0.12160) p=0.0085\] and systolic blood pressure \[r=0.00895 (95% CI: 0.00309 to 0.01481) p=0.0031\]. The vital signs of abnormal pulse rate and abnormal respiratory rate are not noted to have significant levels of agreement with disposition triage categories.

DISCUSSION
==========

In general small numbers of cases were found with documentation of clinical triage categorizations and initial vital signs in the two study databases. This is consistent with the usual level of documentation that occurs during MCD events.[@b9-wjem-15-732] This is one of the issues making the study of the actual process of triage during MCD conditions so difficult. The low numbers can make the impact of any variable such as vital signs on triage categorization more difficult to resolve.

Undertriage, defined as the triage of a critical casualty as noncritical and overtriage, defined as the triage of a noncritical casualty as critical, are consistent problems encountered in MCD triage.[@b1-wjem-15-732] Overtriage has been reported to have an adverse impact on the outcomes of critical casualty cohort due to a misdirection and dilution of critical care resources away from truly critical casualties.[@b2-wjem-15-732],[@b10-wjem-15-732] Undertriage primarily impacts the individual casualty by delaying his/her critical care interventions. Undertriage rates of 5% or less and overtriage rates of up to 50% have been generally agreed to be acceptable in prior publications.[@b10-wjem-15-732]--[@b13-wjem-15-732] The difficulties of studying activities of triage during MCD conditions are multiple and persistent.[@b1-wjem-15-732],[@b14-wjem-15-732] The nature of these difficulties makes it even more challenging to evaluate the MCD triage process for the impacts of individual process elements (such as physiologic parameters). To our knowledge, this study includes some of the only data reported regarding a potential impact of vital signs on triage categorization collected under actual MCD conditions. As such, even with generally low numbers, there is value in their analysis, as long as that value is taken in the context of the study limitations.

Improvement of the MCD triage process is an important goal of emergency healthcare providers. The process of triage must obtain sufficient information regarding the anatomic and physiologic state of the casualty to avoid high levels of mistriage, which are known to adversely impact the entire cohort of injured/ill casualties.[@b2-wjem-15-732] At the same time the triage evaluation itself must remain nimble and abbreviated to prevent a bogging down of the process. As such, any elements of evaluation included in a "standardized" triage process should be validated as much as possible scientifically.

The data of this study demonstrate a small but significant level of agreement with increasing severity of triage categorization for mental status (based on the GCS) and systolic blood pressure. This suggests that a rapid mental status evaluation (such as the Mental status Alert, responsive to Verbal or Painful Stimuli or Unresponsive method or GCS) as well as an evaluation for a radial pulse (as a surrogate for systolic blood pressure measurement) may be useful in improving the accuracy of MCD triage.

The presence of a radial pulse (as well as the strength and character of a radial pulse) has been associated with systolic blood pressure in previous studies.[@b15-wjem-15-732],[@b16-wjem-15-732] In addition, both mental status and systolic blood pressure have been studied in the context of trauma systems triage and have been incorporated into various trauma scoring systems in that context.[@b17-wjem-15-732] An absent or weak radial pulse assessment by palpation may be considered an indicator of hypotension suggesting a level I (immediate) triage categorization. The data from this study suggest a link between these physiologic parameters and the patient dispositions under actual MCD triage conditions and should spur further prospective studies in this area.

LIMITATIONS
===========

The reported overtriage and undertriage rates detected in this analysis are unusual, and thought to be a result of the process of case selection. The inclusion of only cases with complete sets of vital sign data points reduces the total case numbers considerably. Most of the cases removed from analysis for incomplete vital signs were also discharged home. As such, the large numbers of excluded cases represent "correct" triage decisions where clinical and disposition triage categories would agree. In addition, the cases most likely to have complete vital signs documented would logically be the more ill and injured casualties. For reasons discussed, such cases are more likely to have disagreement between clinical and disposition triage categories. This will skew the triage data towards the more critical cases in the numerator while eliminating less critical cases from the denominator. Therefore, as expected the undertriage rate will likely be falsely exaggerated and the overtriage rate falsely minimized. Estimation of triage sensitivity and specificity based on such potentially exaggerated rates has no real value. As such, sensitivity and specificity of triage categories correlated with vital signs are not calculated in this study. To do so would promote insensitive measure bias.[@b18-wjem-15-732]

In addition, the use of the disposition-adjusted triage category for a comparative standard makes OT and UT rates highly sensitive to the decision to admit casualties. In MCD events where medical resources are stressed but not completely overwhelmed (as was the case in both of the study events) physicians are more likely to admit casualties of lower acuity as a "safety measure" against missing injuries during the initial chaos of the event.[@b19-wjem-15-732] Such practice will further falsely elevate the UT rate in this study.

Measurement of the reliability of the triage process is a difficult proposition. The reliability of any particular process can often be estimated by evaluation of agreement between two observers (inter-rater reliability) or of the same observer on different observations of the same issue (intra-rater reliability).[@b20-wjem-15-732] The same statistic of agreement may be used to evaluate agreement between two measurements or outcomes on the same individual.[@b21-wjem-15-732] In this study the initial clinical triage categorization may be compared with the actual disposition of the casualty--and the implied triage category associated with that disposition.

Measurement of raw agreement alone is unsatisfactory in this case due to the potential for some level of agreement from random chance. Therefore, a statistical approach must be used to determine any agreement not associated with chance. The most commonly used is the kappa statistic that reports a value between 0=no agreement and 1=perfect agreement.[@b22-wjem-15-732] The kappa statistic, however, is based on the assumption that the data are nominal in nature. Triage data in the form of triage categories is ordinal (ranked). As such, either the weighted kappa statistic or the Kendell's tau-b statistic must be used to evaluate agreement.[@b22-wjem-15-732] Both of these values are provided in this study. Agreement in this case, when present to a sufficient degree, suggests a potential association, but it does not prove an association. The authors selected this method of analysis as sufficient for the robustness of the data and its level of bias.

CONCLUSION
==========

Movement toward a standardization of MCD triage protocols intensifies the need for scientific analysis of the elements of that process. This study suggests a role of the physiologic parameters of mental status and systolic blood pressure in improving triage accuracy. These elements could be incorporated into a rapid triage evaluation formally or through a quick mental status examination and palpation for a radial pulse. The fact that any strong agreement between physiologic parameters and triage categorization was found suggests that further prospective data collection under MCD conditions should be performed to illuminate any potential association.

In a wider context however, researchers should consider what healthcare providers are being asked to do in MCD triage conditions. Given the temporal and physical limitations of the MCD triage examination and the limited type and nature of data those constraints allow one to collect, it may not be possible to achieve the levels of accuracy that emergency healthcare providers have set for themselves.
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